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Film legend Kirk Douglas and Anne Buydens, his wife of nearly sixty-three years, look back again
on a lifetime filled with drama both on / off the screen. The letters themselves, in addition to Kirk
and Anne's vivid descriptions of their encounters, reveal amazing insight and anecdotes about
the legendary figures they knew so well, including Lauren Bacall, Frank Sinatra, Burt Lancaster,
Elizabeth Taylor, John Wayne, the Kennedys, and the Reagans. Filled with photos from film
pieces, private moments, and general public occasions, Kirk and Anne information the
adventurous, oftentimes comic, and poignant reality behind the glamour of a Hollywood life-as
a couple of sixty-two years (and counting) could inform it. Sharing priceless correspondence
with each other along with the celebrities and world leaders they called friends, Kirk and Anne
is a candid portrayal of the pleasures and pitfalls of a Hollywood life lived in the public vision.
Compiled from Anne's private archive of letters and photos, this is an intimate glimpse in to the
Douglases' courtship and relationship set against the setting of Kirk's display triumphs, like the
Vikings, Lust FOREVER, Paths of Glory, and Spartacus.
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Enjoy!.. A Love Tale For The Ages what an perfect love for the ages, in such detail and spell
bounding remembrances from two of the most gracious individuals who fell in love and shared
an eternity together. A very loving couple They overcame hardships which brought them also
closer jointly. The anticipation of getting the letter, keeping it, reading it and re-reading it
really is an extremely special feeling that can't be replicated with electronic communication.
Uplifting What a fascinating, informative and truly enjoyable book. In this day of light speed
get in touch with and email, I believe it's fabulous that these two still possess their hand written
letters to each other. I congratulate a life well lived to each of them. I myself still write a few
hands written letters and also have found they are really well received and really bring
happiness to the receiver. He was an excellent actor and was among my favorites back the
day. The bond made all those years ago is truly very strong today. Just what a tribute. I love
biographies but this browse like a sanitized press release. I thank the Douglas' for sharing their
thoughts. We ALL should take their attitude towards existence in instill it to your selves. It
reminded me of just how my dad (same age) could have created his biography. I go through
this book in just a couple of days. Still I treasured his patriotism and his appreciation for what
the united states has given him.ESSENTIAL READ Wouldn't normally purchase it again. It was nice
and rather properly worded It was lovely and rather properly worded; Or simply wait for him to
get aged and feeble and want her given that he is a century old? The reserve reads directly
into the heart and is indeed hard to put down. But that wouldn't have already been the real
Father. I'm saying it was a little stilted. HOW GENEROUS OF KIRK DOUGLAS AND HIS WIFE, ANNE,
TO SHARE THEIR BEAUTIFUL LOVE STORY I love reading about the lives of famous people, and
Kirk and Anne certainly didn't disappoint. the HOLLYWOOD MIRROR or comparable. I loved
the pictures and the detail on Anne's background but it was pretty much a snore. The political
reference raving about LBJ and additional Democrats in power at the time (and how honored
KD was to serve them) got me back to actuality and reminded me how Hollywood is definitely
in kahoots with DC. Can't say enough great about it. Five Stars I loved the open up honesty of
the reserve. The pictures through the entire publication were interesting and actually made the
book even more exciting. I was nonplussed.Furthermore it go through just like the PEOPLE
magazine of your day; I liked it! Not only perform I admire Kirk Douglas for his exceptional work
in movies, this book reveals what caring philanthropists they are. Their like story and
experiences in Hollywood were amazing reading and I experienced trouble putting it down.
Loved the closeness Loved the closeness, independence they allowed between them in the
ridged world of their own time and the way both told the story. So many interesting specifics of
a period before I was created. Love when classic films show Kirk strength and tenderness, now
knowing where he received it from, his lovely wife Anne. Not that great To very much name
dropping ,appears like they are insecure..I wish We hadn't been the main one to recommend it
to my book club but I did so. The publication also contained many photos..two very amazing,
loving people. A very enjoyable book - not merely did the Douglas' talk about their letters to
each other throughout their courtship and relationship, in addition they shared letters sent and
received from people such as Frank Sinatra, Tony Curtis, Henry Kissinger, Barack Obama, the
Kennedy's, and many others.. If you want Kirk Douglas you will like the book. This book is fairly
inspiring and uplifting. Do Anne do the same? A must read. I love most of Kirk Douglas ‘s books.
I love most of Kirk Douglas ‘s books. It is too bad that letter writing has truly gone by the
wayside nowadays of texting and twittering. Good read. A silly book Kind of silly to applaud a
relationship because it endured decades. Kirk and his philandering are quite notorious. In his
own autobiography he appears quite proud of it. I likely to read something brand-new about

his life but it was dull and boring. befitting the time.
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